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DEFINITION OF TERMS
For the purpose ofthis study the following concepts were defined.
Academic Performance
How children living with single parents participate in school whether well or poor.
Pupils

: This refers to the children or learners at ht level of primary sector
Consisting of standard one to standard eight.

Performance: The overall grade one gets after a trial.
Teachers

: These one guides who assist learners during the course of
their studies.

Aids

The materials used while teaching.

Locale

Geographical location or area of conducting a study.
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ACRONYM OR ABBREVIATIONS

MOE

Ministry of Education

KCPE

Kenya Certificate of Primary Education

us

United States

&

Dollar

HIV

Human Immunie Virus

AIDS

Acquired Immuno Deficiency Syndrome

NGO

Non Governmental Organization.
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ABSTRACT
Tourism in Kenya is almost exclusively centered on two geographical areas; the south coast
beaches and a handful of game reserves or national parks. A !50-kilometre strip of coastline north
and south of Mombasa is lined with beach hotels designed for package tours and contains half of all
tourism development in the country. This concentration spread the benefits (and costs) along the
coast and also the country as a whole. Despite the fact that tourism is such an important sector of
the economy, it is negatively affecting education at Kenyan coast. Poverty is an issue that more and
more of our nation's children are coming face to face with. The price that children of poverty must
pay is unbelievably high. Each year, increasing numbers of children are entering schools with
needs from circumstances, such as poverty, that schools are not prepared to meet. The number of
children dropping out of school to join piece jobs in the tourist industry is alarming (Republic of
Kenya, 2003; 1998). Furthermore, it is noted that some of the perennial causes of poor performance
and drop outs oflearners in schools is poverty (Achoka, 2007; 2006; Republic of Kenya, 2003).
Teachers may find that students do not complete assignments, do not study for tests, or do not come
to school prepared to learn because of poverty related circumstances in the home environment that
forces them to look for alternative survival in the tourism industry. These children may be unable to
concentrate or focus. These issues not only have an impact on the learning of the child of poverty
but can also impact the learning of other children since they tend to influence them negatively. The
researcher thus seeks to establish how the tourist industry affects the performance oflearners in
terms of class test performance, school attendance and concentration. This project will be aimed at
looking for possible solutions to the negative effects of tourism on educational standards of the
learners in Kaloleni area of the Kenyan Coast.
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CIIAl'TER ONE
BACKC IW!JND TO TilE STUDY
1.0 Introduction

Tourism plays a very important role in running the world economy, especially in countries that
are endowed with this scarce resource. ll is a prime export earner for most countries and falls
under the category oJ intangible or service industry. Touri:;;m
earner in Kenya. Kenya ltas several >;itcs of attraction
include wildlife, natural scenery and

~ultural

i~

the second foreign

tJ !oc~rists.

exchange~

Areas of interest to tourists

attractions. Most of these attractions are found

along the coastal areas of Kenya, and mo so with the greatest abundance in Mombasa. Tourist
attractions found in Mombasa include sandy beaches, marine world life, coral reefs, natur<l!
mangrove forests and historical sites and monuments like Fort Jesus.
Education is very important in any nation of the world because it is viewed as the only solution
to poverty eradication. In order to stress on the importance of education, the United Nutiom:
through its member s•:r!es scl one of its goals as provision of fi·•:.e basic education to every child.
l-iach party is encouraged on the need to oiler fi·ee

prim:,~ry

and possibly secondary education l<l

;very citizen as a milestone to illiteracy and poverty eradication. Kenya as one of the core
:ignatories to this convention has gone a step ahead to implementing free primary education
ince 2003 and culling clown the cost of secondary school education by partly sponsoring the on
omc expenses.
dueation and tourism sectors arc tW•J key drivers of the Kenyan economy witb education
mviding skilled manpower to work in industries and tour.ism earning foreign exchange for the
JUnlry. Even though education is such a crucial

un<b:tr,ki~rg i.::

Kenya, the tourism industry is

Tecting it negatively in lvlombasa. Some of tbc tourism inherent problems affecting cdu<:ation

in Mombasa include irregular school r•llcnclance, sclhlui d,·r.. pouts and poor leaner involvement
eventually culminating in general poor academic performance of learners in Mombasa province.
The long term effects of tour ism in Kenyan coastal areas include moral decay, prostitution and
premature death of youth clue to killer diseases like HIYI AIDS which are associated with
prostitution.
Despite the fact that the government is investii1g a lot of resources in offering free pnmary
education in all parts of Kenya including Kaloleni district in coast province, it seems uninformed
about the negative im;·•:lct;, posed on the same by the tourisrn ird•.Jstry. There is thus need to carry
out research in order to evaluate the •:xlcncl to which the murism industry compromising the
quality of education in Kal<lleni district. The results will be useful in advising the government to
implement policies which will sort out the clashing issues between the tourism and ·education
sectors.

1.1 Geographical location of Kaloleni zone

f(aloleni Zone is located in the coastal regiOn of Kenyu and covers a relatively large arc<1
:om pared

to

other zcnes. It is bordered by Rabai

?.GJ:e,

Ma' iakani zone and Shariani zone.

(alolcni zone has 20 public clay primary schools which are almost regularly distributed to ensure
hat most of the learners access them on foot.

.2 Demographic profile of Kaloleni
~aloleni

district is majorly inhabited by the Giriama, which is one of the nine sub tribe of the

trger Mijikencla community of Kenya. Other 'Sub tribes occupying the area are the Ribe ,
.ambe, Rabai, Dururna, Kauma and Digo. The area i:; &iso occupied by a mixture of other
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Kenyan tribes who have come to the

~rrc~1

lo offer technical and professional services such as

businessmen, teachers, religious lcaclcrs and administrators. The zone is facilitated with 20
public primary schools and a relative!;' low number of teachers.
The m<0or economic activities in Kalolcni District is subsistence farming, tourism and fishing.
The population is largely illiterate and lowly qualified with a few technical skills. Incomes of the
people of Kaloleni area arc low, actu.dly below the poverty line due to the subsistent nature of
their economy. In tk vicinity of the area arc sandy bcache~ ·;;;hich attract a large number of
tourists. Due to the biting poverty and illiteracy levels m the area, learners quite often opt to
absent themselves !l·om school or even drop out of school to join the tourism industry as beach
boys and girls. These piece jobs arc associated with frustrations and the culprits are lured into
prostitution and drug abuse by tourists in exchange for money and other favors. It is because of
this positive correlation between tourism and deterioration of the quality of education that there
is need to carry out this research.

1.3 Statement of the ·>coblcm

The establishment of an efficient education system is unavoidable for any country that is keenly
focused on achieving, economic growth and hence the requirements of the vision 2030. Kenya
being no exception has established th( 8.4.4 system of education under the Ministry of Education
(MOE). The government has further ·nadc the primary education free for every child. Since its
commencement in 2003, millions of children have registered for the same. Despite the fact that
many children enjoy primary education, it is facing a lot of challenges. For instance, in Kaloleni
wne which is in the l<1rgcr Coast rrovincc a number of primary school learners have be~n
·~poncd

to absent

Llwm,;c,:v"~'

or· uvun drop out of sdtc'u: \u orr'er to join tho tourist iJ1C]ustry' ns

beach boys and girls. These piece jobs arc associated with frustrations and the culprits are.lurc;d
into prostitution and drug abuse by tourists in exchange for money and other favors. This
compromises the standards of education in the area. It is because of this positive correlation
between tourism and deterioration of the quality of education that there is need to carry out this
research.

1.4 Justification
Despite the fact that free primary cduc<tlion continues to meet a lot of success in Kenya, previous
studies seem not to have exhausted on the challenges that affect its success. There is no
Jocumentcd literature linking the impact

or tourism and performance of primary schoollcarncn:

n the coastal region of Kenya. lt's thcr:l'orc necessary that research on this aspect be carried out
n Kaloleni zone. This is because Kalokni district is one of the hardest hit areas in the larger
:oast province, thus serve as a good sample population for the study. The findings of this
·esearch work will ~··e useful to the government and other pc.licy makers in ensuring thi1l
:ducational standards of the communities living along l.h';: K;:;nyan coast are not comprornised

by

be tourist industry. [tis on this basis that this research project is to be carried out.

.5 Objectives
.5.1 Major Objectives
'he overall objective of this study will !Jc to investigate the effect of the tourism industry on the
crformance of learners in selected prirwry schools in Kaloleni zone, Kaloleni district. Kenya.
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1.5.2 Specific objectives
l. To find out how the tourism industry has affected the learners performance in Kaloleni.
2. To investigate the influence of rovcrty on learners involvement in tourism activities

3. To find out whether there is a relationship between learners' school attendance and
tourism.
4. To access effect of tourism on the educational <lch;ro·;t':Jlf..llt oflearners.

5. To access government tourism policy

.6 Research questions

I. Is there a relationship between learners' attendance and tourism?
2. How has the tourism industry aJfccted the performance of learners?
3.

What recommendations on viable measures could be taken to improve the performance of
learners?

4.

How do the learners respond towards

educati<)J~ and

\uurism?

7 Limitations
'he lime given f(Jr the research work \'.as very limited. 'fhc time frame of the resetu·ch proj,•ct
as short.
1ck of'ndcqu:;ctc and cflicicnt manprmcr i.e. the manpower to conduct this research was scarce

1d thus it was a barrier
nancial resource."

\\'i

10 ~~

colllprchcn,;ivc rcseetrch.

.;·~ u limit to my 1\.'s-.'<Irch \vork.

J!itical insUrbilit) ol' !he vnuutry due·

1•.>

tlr,· post-clcctior; violence.
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CIIAI'TER TWO
LITIW.ATUH.E REVIEW
l.l Introduction
rhis chapter reviews literature as an account of the knowledge and ideas that have been
:stablished and accredited by scholars and experts in 1h" 0e'd of study. It is guided by the
>bjectives of the study outlined in chapter one.

',.2 Importance of tourism

·ourism earns foreign exchange to the country. Tourists who visit the country pay large amounts

·f money in order to sec wildlife, visit

bc~1uty

sites and monuments and also see the beautiful

cenery. Prolific wildlife and white-sand beaches bring about 780,000 foreign visitors to Kenya
nnually. Tourism generates an estimated US$500 million per year in hard currency earnings,
Jaking this sector the cotmtry's single largest source oft0rcigr: exchange .
.esearch shows that Kenya earned US $648 from tourism in 2005. The foreign exchange earned
; channeled to other sectors of the eco:10my hence encouraging economic growth.

'
ourism provides employment to Kc;,yans. About 180,000 Kenyans are directly employed in
>urism and another 320,000 are indirectly employed, according

to

the study. 'People are

11ployed as gnmc wmdens, hoteliers, hospitality staff and tour guides. These employees of this
:ctor are able to settle school

fe~s

for their children, pay for their basic needs and also fund

her requirements. This helps to raise the living standards of' Kenyans. This is part of the
:velopment plan fostering the goals of the vision 2030.
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.

'

ourism helps to preserve the country's culture and national heritage. Kenya is build up of
versity of 42 tribes who have diverSl! cultures which attract tourists. For instance the Maasai
1lture attracts tourists very much. Tourism also helps to conserve wildlife and attraction sites as
tractions to the tou;<c;·;s. Tourism promotes international unclcrsr.anding and diplomacy among
ttionalities of the countries involved in tourism. People !rom different races and nationalities
eet and socialize as they enjoy Kenya's attraction sites. This promotes international
tderstanding and also strengthen ties among different nationalities.
mrism contributes to the growth of the economy. Kenyans build lodges, set up businesses to
II artifacts, jewels and traditional foods. This helps to raise the living standards of Kenyans.

l Negative effects of toul"ism
>urism leads to eroo,on of African culture. The youth

t~nd

to

.~opy

the western culture, foods,

)de of dressing and other mannerisn· s. This alienation contributes to loss of Aii·ican culture
d beliefs. Some of the alienation impacts include kissing in public, light dressing and eecting
umerisrns such as tuking of junk food::.

mll decay. Tourists who visit the country take advantage of poverty of the neighboring
.mmmities to exploit them sexually. Many of the girls in the surrounding villages loiter around
·. streets or sit in bar:; smoking as thc;y wait to be picked up by tourists for sexual favors. Yo.upg
ys also drop out or schools to cntcrtai,l tourists as bead. i.·O)':J.
t~road

driving in parks is alTccting the: habits of animals, that the presence of lodge restaurants

changing the food intake of birds, and that baboons are often found eating garbage. The
earch team also discovered traces of lead in vegetation along park roads. On the coast, tourists
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rc driven crabs, an important link in the marine food chain, from beaches in front of large

els and are harming the intertidal zone by crushing molluscs underfoot.

er exploitation of our national resourcc!S and biodi versJL)'. Some tourists who visit the country
• scientists with ill motives of harvesting and transferring genetic materials of plants to their
me countries. They get these resources without paying for them thus breaching the intellectual
lperty rights and go ahead to usc them to upgrade their genetic resources in their home
untries.

I Factors affecting tourism
hnic clashes on the coGst in 1997 cm•scd a dramatic do1.vntum in visitors, and the industry is
II recovering. The post election vioknce that hit the cc,untry after the disputed presidential
;ction of December 2007 negatively aiTcctcd the tourism industry. Tourists were unable to visit
"country for fear of their security.

JOr inhastructure to, from and in the sites of attraction also discourages tourists li"01n visiting
e country. They fear driving along the rough terrains in these roads. Sometimes these roads are
ndered impassable after heavy rains.

he deteriorating nature of the tourist attraction is also another factor negatively affecting
,unsm industry. Such deterioration is caused by destruction of natural scenery by people in
:arch for firewood and farms to till. Encroachment of game reserves by people and their
vestock also leads to destruction of ecology of wildlife thus threatening their survivaL
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2.5 Effects of tourism on education
Tourism is a chief income earner in

th~

Kenyan economy and other world economies that are

endowed with wildlife and othl'r bcmrtiful sceneries.

')'.,,;r!~m

is actually the second foreign

exchange earner after agriculture. Every year millions of tourists flock the country in order to
visit the attraction sites in the country. The money they spend for accommodation, charges for
entry into parks and the foods they are served earn money for the country. Part of the money
earned from tourism is used to sponsor the free primary education.

Despite the fact that tourism has very many benefits over evils, it is negatively affecting the
education standards in rhe country and more along the Kenyan r;ml:l!. The negative effects
include prostitution, children dropping out of schools lo

be~<>me

beach boys and girls. This leads

to moral decay.
Children tend to leave school and join the tourism industry partly due to poverty and also the
goodies they derive from tourists. Abs"nteeism and even school drop outs lower the standards of
education in our schools. This leads to underdevelopment in the country.

Tourism affects learner involvement in class. This is because when learners meet with that lot of
their colleagues that I,.tve joined the ir,tlustry, they are told oftm!'oreseen goodies and benefits.
Such learners develop poor attention to class work in anticipation to join the tourism industry.
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Conceptual Theoretical Framework

TOUR_!SM
Part time jobs
Piece _jobs
-

L EAI{N!WS PERFORMANCE
Poor pcrf01·n1ance in tests
Poor and I!Tegulnr il.tendance
Poor tcache-r learner interaction
Poor learne~r invo!\'cnn;nt
Poor or lac k ui'accllJnplishments of tasks given
I

,I

j_____-------,

LONG TERM EFFECTS OF TOURISM ON
EDUCATION
Dropping out of school
Moral decay
Premature Death of young lives
Loss of learned manpower in the nation

Tourism is the central theme in the abov,; frame work. Tourism involvement by learners lead to
short term effects like poor perfornwncc in tests, poor and Irregular attendance, poor teacher
learner interaction, poor karncr involvement, poor or lack •Jf ac(;Omplishments of tasks given.
These in long tem culminate in dropping out of sch<1l·l.. u;ural decay, premature death of yot]ng
Jives and loss of learned manpower in lhc nation.
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CHAPTER THREI<~
METHODOLOGY
3.1 Introduction
This chapter explains the methods that the researcher used to select the geographical areas from
which the research was carried out and methods of selection of respondents. It also explains the
methods used to collect, process and analyze the data.

3.2 Research design

The conceptual structure within which research is conducted constitutes the blue print for the
collection, measurement and analvsis ol' data Kothari, (J 985). The research will utilize an
analytical research design because it will involve facts or information already available to
analyze data and make a critical evalu2.tion of the material. Also qualitative research design will
be used in the study.

3.3 Organization of the

l<.e~;e2rch

3.3.1 Study Population
The population of interest will comprise of the players in the education sector. The research wjll
target this population because they arc the right people who understand the situation on the
ground as it is.
3.3.2 Sam pic Size

Simple random s;tmpling will be used t;, select members of the education as well as the tourist
sector. The population sample to be collsidcred will be composed of 40 respondents consisting of
teachers, parents and l )call religious leader and probably a pupiL This is to ensure that tirst hand
information is obtained.
ll

3.4 Methods for Datt Collcdion
3.4.llnstruments
1. Questionnaires

The questionnaire will take the form of structured questionnaire .The questions will be both
closed ended and open ended. Closed questions require the respondent to select answers while
the open questions will invite free response hom the respondent.
2. lntei·vicws

The interview will

tuk~

the form of structured interview. This is where a set of predetermined

questions will be administered to the iDtcrviewee.
3. Observation

This will involve observation of chan,~cs in trends and performance. The performance of learners
who absent themselves from schools to attend to tourists will be accessed in order to determine
the effects of tourism on educatio ;a] performance of these learners.

3.5 Data collection

Data collection procedure will

involv<~

both primary and secondary data. In primary data

interviews, questionnaire supported b) observation will be iw.:orporated. The questionnaires will
be pilot tested to test their reliability and validity and the results used to refine the questionnaire.
The secondary data will be collected from books and journals.

3.6 Data analysis
Before analysis data will be stored in excel spread sheets. The data collected will be summarized,
classified, sorted, edited and compiled in form of graphs chmis and tables.
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CHAPTER FOUR

DATA PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS

4.1 Introduction

This study investigated the effect of tourism industry on academic performance of selected
primary schools in Kaloleni zone. The following objectives guided the study.

To find out how the t,1urism industry has affected 1he h1r:1er"s performance in Kaloleni, to
investigate the ini1uence of poverty on learners involvement in tourism activities, to find out
whether there is a relationship between learners, school attendance and tourism, to access effects
of tourism on the educational achievement oflearners and, to access government tourism policy.

Systematic analysis of the data was based on the responses of the respondents as per the
questionnaires.

4.1 Background infonnMion of the 1·cspondents

Table 4.1: shows the protile of the respondents

Respondents
Male
l'emale

--·------ ·-··-· ·--

13

Primary
Secondary
---------Middle level college
University

~----

~~o~~~~------=---=---~

5
-10
10
15

- - - - - - - - - ,--=------------------------------

13
25
-------+::--:---------------------25
--------+--::-=-------------- 37

----------- ---------------- ----------------------------

-~:=~- -=-~:=--'!_()~:~-~--- ----------- !-1-0-0~---------_ --==~--=-~: j

Source: Field data 21!09

Forty (40) questionnaires were administered to parents, teacher> ::md local/religious leaders. All
the questionnaires were filled and returned. The n:op011:;(.s thus represent 100% of the total
number of questionnaires administered. The study covered 40 randomly selected individual who
fell in the category of parents, teachers and local/religious leaders. The questionnaires also
considered gender parity covering 55% males and 45% females.

The age category of the respondents was divided in to three groups covering the age brackets 1835 which was 25%, 36-55 years were 50% and 55 years and above representing 25% of the
1·espondents.

fhe level of education of the respondents fell into four categories which included pnrnary,
;ccondary, middle level college and university. 5 (13%) of the respondents had the basic primary
'ducation, 10 (25%) secondary school, 10 (25%) college and the remaining 15 (3 7%) had
1cquired university education.
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4.2 How tourism industry has affected academic per-formance

4.2.1l<'reedom to access tourist areas and academic performance

The researcher sought to know if free access to the sandy beaches and other tourist areas lure
learners to attend sucl: areas, in the long term affecting the

D.<.:adem~c

performance and their

responses were as shown below:

Table 4.2 Freedom to access tourist at·eas and academic performance
·----.-----Frequency

Response

----------

Percentage ( %)
•.

Strongly agree

25

62.5

Agree

10

25

Strongly disagree

I

2.5

Disagree

10

10

..

·-·----

Total

-

-

---------' 100

40

I

. ·---

-------·--

..... __ j _________

Source: Field data 2009

Chart 4.2 shows the ft·eedom to access tourist areas and academic performance

~i I I

;,11

~

c
v
c

"'
0

ri! I

..lfl

Q.
~

::::

0
,,
o'

](1

.?0

10
0

Sl ro11~~Jy d i-:..t1grce
Response
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The table and chart above shows that the respondents hold diverse views. The measures of all the
four responses showed that 62.5% or the respondents strongly agree that the freedom to access
beaches and other tourist areas encourage learners to attend such areas during their free time,
25% agree, 2.5%

si!W <gly

disagree and I O'Yo disagree. Thi_s lrecck>;n restricts learners from using

their Ji·ee time in dning more constructive things other than attending these areas.

4.3 Absenteeism due to tour·ism and academic perfo•·mance

4.3.1 Frequency of absenteeism and academic performance

Response

------- --------

Frequency

Percentage(%)

---------------- r-::-----

Strongly agree

20

50

....

Agree

-----------

10
--- --------------· - - - - - -

Strongly disagree

-·--

5

----

Disagree

-- --

5

Total

i 25
12

100

)ource: Primcuy data 2009
2hart 4:3 shows frequency of absenteeism:l_lld..:l_<:ademic performance
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Table and chart 4.3 indicate that 50% of the respondents strongly agreed that majority of the
learners who have poor class attendance will most likely he found enjoying themselves around
the sandy coastal b,;acbes, 25% agreed while 12'h• strongly disagreed and 12% of the
respondents disagreed.
fhe researcher found out that some of the sly learners will just absent themselves from school
ust to enjoy themselves along the sandy beaches which lie all over along the Kenyan coast.
1.4 Poverty, tourism and learners poor academic performance
'overly refers to the general lack of insufficient supply of human basic necessities. Tourism is
abour thus creates employment to a big number of people as per Christian Aid report in Kenya
1995). With lack of basic needs, learners have engaged into tourism industry for employment
.1us leading to poor performance .
.4.1 Interlink between poverty, tourism and poor performance

overty refers to the general lack or insufficiency in the supply of basic necessities.

'able 4.4 Intedink between poverty, toul'ism and poor performance
espouse
lrongly agree
grce
.rongly disagree
Isagree

~~-··~---_ ~~-·-~-c-~~~~~~~;-------~--- Pcrccntag~(o/~Y - ~=~-~: --~=-1
25
- -------- ------------------6

5
---- --------t--:-----4

------- --

----

- - - - - - - - - - - ----------f------------------

Jtal

40

------------,-~---_!_

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

>urce: Field data 2009
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63
1
--------------------------1
15
'

10

100

- - ------- -------------------------·-

~art

4.4 Intedink between poverty, tourism and poor performance

SL!t!ll;~h· dl-..!;'1!·<.
01:-d;~l\'1.'

fable and chart 4.4 indicate that 63% of the respondents strongly agreed that majority of the
leamers from poor families have poor class attendance, 15% agreed while 12% strongly
disagreed and 10% of the respondents disagreed.

It causes poor concentration of pupils in class. When this poverty goes to extreme levels it leads
to school drop outs where children look for piece jobs in order to be able to survive in life. The
overall outcome is compromised education standards leading to underdevelopment of the nation
as a whole.
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4.5 Efiects of tourisn:, an•1 Jtenrners educational

achir'l<'m~nr;

4.5.1 Interlink between peer pressure, tourism and learners performance

Parents, teachers and religious leaders have the obligation of counseling the children to avoid
bad company.
Table 4.5 showing interlink between peer pressure, tourism and learners performance
--·~

R espouse

Frequency

Percentage(%)

30

75

------

-

strongly agree

-·-

-----·- -

A gree

6
-·-· -·-··- - ·

strongly disagree

-·

D 1sagree

-··----------1

---

15

-- ____ j_
..

·--·-·-·

2

40

rota!

~---

2
-·

..

I;,,

-----· --··-··

Source: Fzeld data 2009

Chart 4.5 showing interlink between peer pressure, tourism and learners performance
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fhe table and chart show that 75% of the respondents strongly agreed that most learners engage
.hemselves in tourism out of peer pressure which leads them to missing out classes and this
1ffects learners' performance. 15% agreed, while 5% of the respondents strongly disagreed and
i% disagreed.
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Most respondents said that parents, teachers and religious leaders have the obligation of
counseling their children to avoid bad company which could drag them to performing poorly in
class work.

4.6 Interlink between ct·osion of morals, tourism and learners performance
The respondents were asked whether the copying foreigners way of life contribute to poor
performance among learners.

Table 4.6 showing interlink between erosion ofmora:s, f,)nrism and learners' performance
Response

Frequency

Percentage(%)

Strongly agree

~-

"?

80

5

12.5

····------

. Agree
Strongly disagree

--·-

Disagree

-~-----·--

"

-

~

7.5

0

0

--------

------- ---- ···I
I

40

Total
--------·

Source: Field data 2C·i9
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Chart 4.6 showing interlink between erosion of morals, tourism and learners' performance
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The table and chart show that 80% of the respondents strongly agreed that moral decay brought
about by tourists and copied by learners is the major cause of poor performance in schools.
12.5% agreed while 7.5% of the respondents strongly disagreed. None disagreed.
Majority of the respondents agreed that learners are engaged in sexual exploitation by tourists in
exchange for favors and other goodies. Young children will be found sleep out with sugar
mummies and sugar ·iaddies. Others even copy these

for.~igu,crs

way of life. This erosion of

culture and morals largely contributes to poor performance among learners.

4. 7 Government tourism policy on conflict between tom·ism and education
The respondents were asked whether the government was doing anything to solve the conf1ict
between tourism and education policy and the respondents as per table below.
Table 4.7 showing government policy on the conflict between tourism and education
performance

·-··· ··-·--------- ............. ----+
Agree

10

Strongly disagree

5

·-----------------+

25
--+--:-:::---·-·------- .............. -·

12

----------+-----·-------------·

[~::;-----·------·--·-1-c:--:c()----------~~=f=== =· · · ~· ·
Source: Field data 2009
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Chart 4.7

showin~

govcmmcnt policy on the conflict between tourism and education
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The table and chart show that 50% of the respondents strongly agreed with Kenyan
government's policy w resolve the conflict between tourism and education sectors. 25% agreed,
while 12% of the respondents strongly disagreed and 12% v;er" not sure.
According to the findings, most of the respondents agreed that the government has put up laws
governing exploitation of minors and especially young children by tourists. Others felt that the
government should put up security along our tourist attraction areas and children be allowed in if
only accompanied by an adult person. Others were not sure whether the government was doing
anything to resolve the conflict between education and tourism which are two very important
drivers of the Kenyan economy.
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CHAPTER FIVE
SUMMARY, CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
5.0 Introduction
The major purpose of the study was to investig:o.tc:

t·t~

ir,Jpact of tourism on academic

performance of learners in selected primary schools in Kaloleni zone, Kaloleni district, Kenya.
This chapter focuses on the discussion of the findings, conclusions and recommendations. The
chapter also highlights areas not covered but are suitable topics for further research.

5.1 Summary
5.1.1 Tourism industry
This objective of the study was to determine the impad of touri$m on learners performance in
selected primary schools in J(alolcni zone. Majori::; of the respondents strongly agree that
tourism has done more harm than good to the learners academic performance.
5.1.2 Poverty
The objective l(lrecasts majorly on the attitudes the learners have towards tourism. The largest
percentage of the r<espondcnts strongly agrees that many Kenyan families survive on less than a
dollar a day. Children Ji·om such families lack school uniform, regular meals regardless whether
balanced or not and other necessities of life. Such children begin to show irregular school
attendance in order tc Like up petty casual work to be 3b!e to

SUP'i ve.

Such casual work includes

beach boys, fishing and even entertaining tourists in exchange for money and other favors. This

eventually culminates in school drop out.
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5.1.3 Educational achievement

The study also sough'

~o

determine the learners involvement

;p

class. Poor leaner involvement

has been established to be caused by external forces which include stress, poor health and other
psychological issues. The zeal to visit tourist sites and entertain tourists for gains make learners
have reduced involvement in class. This leads to poor performance among learners. Again
learners show poor class attendance just to enjoy themselves in tourist attraction areas like sandy
beaches and hotels.

5.1.4 Government policy

The objective aimed at accessing the government tonri>n• P"F cy and education. According to
Bachmam1 P (1988) tourism has a development strategy for the continent using performance
indicators like employment. It is also a government policy to ensure all children access quality
education thus the tourism industry is affecting the learning process where learners involve
themselves into tourism activities for employment which constitute to poor educational
performance.

5.2 Conclusion

111e main purpose of the study was to investigate the

c-f~~;:;t

·::l poverty on academic performance

of learners in selected primary schools in Kaloleni zone, Kaloleni district, Kenya.
It was established that learners from poor families have poor class attendance.

The researcher also found out that poverty hinders concentration of learners in class.
Finally the study revealed that the government is trying to come up with policies to ensure that
poverty docs not lower learners' performance in our schools.
24

5.3 Recommendations
Learners should be treated for guidance and counsdirg

~el,sions

by their parents, teachers,

local and religious leaders in order to assure them that being impoverished does not mean
inability to perform in class work.

Parents and teachers ought to advise the learners that they are the leaders of tomorrow and
they are the ones to liberate the society from in equitability of resources.

The parents should take their responsibilities and ;no vide for their children in order to avoid
them dropping or sneaking ti·om school to look for food and other basic needs.

Learners should also take the responsibility of seeking advice from parents, teachers and
other leaders whenever they arc !(teed with life challenges and difficulties.

The government should come up with policies of providing employment in order to reduce
poverty levels in the country.

Suggestions for fm·the1· research

Further research should be conducted to establish the poverty level/ index of Kaloleni Zone.
Kaloleni district. Kenya.
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APPENDICES
QUESTIONAIRE (l'ar<ents, Teachers, Local/ Rcligi0u,1 knd<<S)
Kindly provide the following information. Be honest in your response and note that all your
responses will be treated with utmost confidentiality and for the purpose of this study only.
(Please, tick where applicable)

1. Background information of t·cspondcnts

a. Name (optional)-------------··--·
b. Age

18- 35 years
36-55 years

55 and above

c. Gender
Male

r1

Female

I I

d. Level of education

Primary level

II

Secondary level
College level

I I

University level
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~

Most pupils fi·om Kalolcni

lwv~?

i'r•:c

nc:c~ss

to the beaches and other tourist attmctive areas?

Strong!) agree

!\grcc
Strongly·

c!isagr~c

Disagree

3. Pupils who regularly visit tourist attnction areas
Strongly

p~1

rcr:n -;·:>orly in class?

<:lgrL~e

AgrL'C

4. Pupils absent themselves Ji·orn schcJol to visit beaches and tourist attractions?
~S trcngl) <Jgrct.'

Agree
Strongly disagree

Disagree

5. l'upils from poor families absent or drop out of school to fend for basic needs in the
tourism indm:try?
Slrongly

agr~e

29

Agree
Strongly disagree

[

Dbagrcc

6. Most learners who join the tourism industry are i11tluenced by peer pressure?
Strongly agree
Agree
Strongly disagree
Disagree

7. Learners who regularly visit tou1·ist <liln1ctions have low concentration in class?
Strongly :Jgrec

Agree
Strongly d i sagrcc

Disagree:

8. Most learners who attend tourist attraction areas have eroded morals which hinder them
hom fully· panicipating in class work''
Strongly agree

Agree
Slrong.ly disagree

Disag1·cc

9. The go\\:rnmvn! is

·l1in~ ~:nnut;~.ll

(P L nsut\.' that

30

touri~;m

dues i'·)l coJnprOinisc the

qu.ulily of edllc:ation'!
Strongiy

:1grc~

/\grec:

Disagree

Thank you for your cooperation.
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